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Henry Hogger: Hedgehog at Shop
Farm House last night (16 August
2022) - quite a big chap. It slightly
startled our temporary canine
resident on his night-time outing!
Photos by Henry Hogger
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ID Question
Julia and Ken Olisa: On a walk to Turnerspuddle from Throop yesterday, we
met a family by the first ford who showed us the beautiful spider they had
spotted. Is it really called the ‘wasp spider’?

Photo by Julia Olisa

Ian Cross: Correct! Newsletter 2021/171 (6 September 2021) features this
wonderful spider and some of its unfortunate prey.
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What’s this?
Adrian Middleton: Tidying up the garden table one morning of late I noticed a
strange object more like a broken twig than anything. A much closer look
identified it as a Pale Prominent moth which I must have disturbed.
This moth is very striking in its own way with projections at the front, the tail
and in the middle. It was lying on its side more or less so no legs were
apparent. After a quick photo I placed it in some cover nearby once I realised
what it was.

Pale Prominent Moth Photo by Adrian Middleton

Thanatosis
Many species of insect, when they feel threatened by a potential predator, will display a
behaviour known as thanatosis (or 'playing dead'). The insect will often fall to the ground
and tuck in any protruding legs or antennae. The insect will remain like this for some time,
even when prodded or poked by the predator. Some time after the predator has lost
interest the insect will start moving again and make its escape.
Thanatosis is displayed by many animals (including some mammals and reptiles) and,
amongst the insects, it is commonly found among the beetles - ladybirds are particularly
good at 'playing dead'.
https://www.amentsoc.org/insects/glossary/terms/thanatosis/
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Driving out of the village on 19 August: swans and cygnets
Photos by Margaret Cheetham
Margaret Cheetham: As a queue formed behind me (well, three cars, but that’s
a queue in Briantspuddle), the only way to get the little family to move was to
wind down the window and gently say “off you go”. And so they did.
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Many thanks to: Ian Cross, Wildlife Advisor,
Campbell De Burgh, Briantspuddle Community Website
Margaret Cheetham, Editor
Please send your contributions to macheetham@hotmail.co.uk.
I will confirm receipt. If you don’t hear from me it means I haven’t received your email, so
please make contact through
Briantspuddle Community Website and we’ll sort out a Plan B.
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